Meeting held at Cannington on Monday, 30 December 2019

WEATHER: Fine    TRACK: Good    KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 5.35pm
Stewards: Mr M Pascoe, Mr G O'Dea, Mr C Kerr
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr J Moore
Veterinary Assistant: Ms H Rawlings
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

WARNINGS:
Trial 1 Trainer Mr M Turner - No ID Card CAMPFIRE COLOGNE
Trial 2 Trainer Mr M Turner - No ID Card IMPACTS RADAR

Race 1 - Qualifying Trial/Provincial/380 - Qualifying Trial - 5:45 PM
(380M): PRINCETOWN BOY & DYNAMIC DIESEL began quickly. CAMPFIRE COLOGNE & SIN CITY VEGAS began slowly. CAMPFIRE COLOGNE & DYNAMIC DIESEL collided on the first turn, CAMPFIRE COLOGNE stumbled and lost ground. DYNAMIC DIESEL checked off the heels of SIN CITY VEGAS approaching the home turn.

Race 2 - Qualifying Trial/City/520 - Qualifying Trial - 5:52 PM
(520M): IMPACTS RADAR & SPEED MISSLE began quickly. SHELBY RIGHT & BUSHMAN'S ACE began slowly. FLECKTARN began very slowly. SHELBY RIGHT & BUSHMAN'S ACE collided several times soon after the star and on the first turn. IMPACTS RADAR, SHELBY RIGHT & BUSHMAN'S ACE collided at the catching pen. IMPACTS RADAR & SHELBY RIGHT collided on the third turn. SHELBY RIGHT checked off the heels of BUSHMAN'S ACE on the third turn.